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УДК 539.171, 539.186.2

В.Е.Кузьмичев, В.В.Переоыпкин

Потенциал взаимодействия двух различных атомов.

I. Адиабатическое приближение

На основе развитого здесь строгого подхода к задаче о нереляти-

вио.тском движении четырех кулоновских частиц в адиабатическом-

приближении вычислены потенциалы взаимодействий атома обычного

водорода с атомом мюонного водорода на больших*. £ > и
е
* (Xu/I/,

и промежуточных: tx
e
>4» и. р. /2/, расстояниях, где а_

е
 и а», -

боровские радиусы атомов. Определены константы потенциала Ван-

дер-Ваальса в облгсти /I/ и явный вид потенциала в области /2/,

учитывающий нак поляризационные эффекты, так и поправки за счет

электронного экранирования.

V.b'.Kuzmiohev, V. V.Pereaypkin

Interaction Potential .for two Different Atoms.

1. Adiabatio Approximation

Ifaing the rigorous approach to the nonrelativistic four Coulomb

partiole problem the interaction potentials between an ordinary

hydrogen and muonic-hydrogan atoraa at large: R > u e + u-u (1)»

and intermediate: Cl£ >ti»u_p(2) distances, where CL,> and CLu

are the Bohr radii, are calculated in the adiabatic approxima-

tion. The van der Waala potential constants in the region (1)

and an explicit potential form in the region (2) taking into

aocount both the polarization effecta and the eleotron soreening

corrections are determined.

(c) I9tl Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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1. INTRODUCTION

The atom-atom interaction problem belongs to the traditional

one of the many-body quantum mechanic systems which admits a sys-

tematic consideration on the basis of different approximate met-

hods. It is known that the interaction between neutral atom3 is

described by the van der IVaala potential at large atom-atoir dis-

tances [1]. It ia offerred by the compensation of the Coulomb

nucleus-nucleus interaction caused by the electron screening at

distances R>cv.|t&£ ( p. is the distance between the cm. of

atoms and &^ is the Bohr radius of the i-th atomic valent

electron), thus the dipole atomic excitations give the main cont-

ribution to the interaction potential. At the intermediate dis-

tances when there is O. i > R > (xt the charge of atomic nucleus 1

is not canceled by the electron shell from the view-point of

atom 2. In this case, in general, the terms of the order lower

than the dipole-dipole one can exist in the multipole expansion

of the sum of pair-wise Coulomb potentials. In the configuration

space it corresponds to the situation when the "small" atom en-

ters into the "large" atomic volume. To realize this case the

Lohr radii of two atoms have to satisfy the following condition:

ft..,» (A, • l^n-e system of a hydrogen (e-atom) and a muonio-hydro-

gen ( м. -atom) can be a good example. The ratio of their Bohr ra-

dii Ц.
 fc
 and IX. |̂  is

AO , (О

where m ' ahd п are the reduced masses of e- and M- -atoms,

respectively. The intermediate range is wide enough here for the

interatomic motion, because

1 U > (A/up") > A. (?)

Therefore, a detailed study of the interatomic forces at such

distances is of especial interest.

In ref.[2] it waa pointed out to tho feasible distinction

from the ordinary polarisation potential ~ R ^ for the interaction

potential between light particle (with mass m ) and a complex

(with the binding energy £, ьл& the radius R
0
 ) at the distan-

oos |

In the prenont paper we study the e- and кл -atom interao-
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tion in the region (2). The analysis is realized on the ba3is of

the developed effective potential theory [3-6] for the charged

particle interaction with two-particle chargad complex. Here we

extand this method to the oaae of two neutral atoms. The obvious

potential form of e- and м. -atom interaction is obtained both

at large distances, [̂  > (\л * O-ut e.ml intermediate ones (2). We

have found that there ia no van der Waals lav* R in the region

(2). A new potential in the general form for the intermediate

range is calculated. Then using the smallness of the parameter

(1) we give the approximate form for thia potential.

2. EFFECTIVE INTERATOMIC POTKNTIAL

Let ua consider a system of e- and (Л -atoms. We denote the

masses of proton, electron and muon as M , m. and u , respecti-

vely. The following coordinates are introduced:

:
 V

where г^Д^и) ia electron (muon) coordinate, r j_ is the coor-

dinate of i-th proton, R t (. R м ) is the cm. coordinate of

е(м) -atom. Then the total hamiltonian in the cm. system has

the form

where к g and \\ц are the free atom haroiltonians

* ~ T~ * ~ T" ' (ч)

i

their state spectra, Г '

ere known [7 V Here M vw jx are the corresponding reduoed mas-

aes, and ui. ̂  (n£w W ") . ft, = (.w't ht1 k ) are the full quantum

number set ?or a discrete (.ft,и'') °г oontinuum С ̂> к ) speotrum

of e- and ja «atoms.

The potential xr in (4) describes the interaction between

particlea from different atoms and is the sum of two terms
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where Vp doea not depend on the variable л and is equal to

the sum of the interactions of two protons and the e-atomio pro-

ton with the muon,

Vte
 l

/\̂ \, (a)
and XT is the interaction of electron with u -atomic partioles,uT

Here we denote

The four Coulomb p a r t i c l e s wave function < х ч R I i V ae.tiafioa

the Schxbdingor equation

with the Hamiltonian (4).

We wish to reduce the multipartiole equation (10) to the

quasi-aingle-particle one keeping only the variable R . To t;

it the solution of equation (10) may be looked for aa an expan-

sion in a complete set of the functions <.j?4l|> - < x W > <" \P>>,

which are the product of all poaaible wave statea of separata

at oni3,

IT>-ZU><H"^>. (и)

Let us oonsider two atoms in the ground 1s-atatea befor t h e i r
i n t e r a c t i o n . Denote the i n i t i a l s t a t e of two-atomio ayotem aa

|0> = И>1д"> whore \1>=\\00> and И>=ИСО> deooribe the
13-s ta tas of e- and w-atoms, r e s p e c t i v e l y . S u b s t i t u t i n g the
expansion (11) i n t o equation (10) and using the separat ion method
of the contr ibut ion of the ground d t a t e | 0 > from a l l other oriGO

lV*"0> i developed in r e f a . [3-6], we obtain the a i n y l o - p a r t i o l o
^ohrodinger equation for two-atomio ayatom in \0> - a t a t o :

^-_л-. v <o\Uio> - е

whoi\i E ̂  ; С - С: ̂  - t , in the relative motion onorgy for two atoma
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in the ground states. For the scattering problem we have £ c > 0 »

and for the moleoular two-atomic states £ 0 < 0 • The matrix ele-

ment <OlU\O> plays the role of an effective interaction poten-

tial for two atoms and is determined by the operator 0 which

satisfies the integral equation

U = V + V G-(.£*lO)U (13)

with xhe cut-off four-particle Green function

G4ev«n=z4> -{ 7<\\< ( u )
* E~V^fti*10

where 6r = £._j_ • Ь-х , and the prime on the summation symbol denotes

that the term with I f>rИ"> 1А> (two atoms are in 1s-atates si-

multaneously) is absent.

The equation (13) shows that the effective potential <.O\UlO>

in the general case is nonlocal and dependa on the total energy

E of a system. This feature of the <O\U\0> reflects the inter-

nal structure of atoms. The solution of equation (13) is given

by the infinite series

(15)

ji-' _, , \ ,

i i \
 ь

 *• ^' с К

whore 'Гл
1
 - —^ &. j? ••• £ o . Conatderation of the atomic particle

motion leads to the relative motion energy violation in the inte-

rmediate states. Off the energy shell effect3 are described by

the operator "T g . They are taken into account by the series

(15) rigorously.

At low energieu £ 0 , when the enorgy transferred to atoms

is small, off the energy shell effects make a small contribution

to the potential <ctUto> and can be considered in a proper

way [5,6]. Thun, in the energy domain t 0 < i (.tfĉl •* ifcjO the

series (15) ia transformed into the series in powers of T-< :



U-v-t

— 7 —

Л=0 V v !) С

м , п. (16)

2.
c> Uy-4)

Here the operators 'j£ act on all expressions to the right

from them and also onto the veotor \ 0><olY)> in aocordanoe with

equation (12).

Note, that the equation (13) is the exaot one and it defi-

nes the interatomic interaction <olUlO> in the whole region

of values of the relative motion variable R. . When both atoms

are separated spatially, Й.> G, ̂  + (л w > the funotion <.olOio>

can be interpreted as a potential for the given four-partiole

system energy state. At intermediate distances, Л
e
> ft. > a u this

function is not a potential. But in accordance with the equation

form (12) it can be used to describe the interatomic interaction.

In spite of the same nature the interatomic interaction fom es-

sentially depends on the considered region of variable values К

In zero approach (n=m=O) the series (16) transforms into a

series of the perturbation theory and describes an interatomic

interaction in the adiabatio approximation. Comparing (16) with

(15) we see that the adiabatic approximation corresponds to neg-

lecting the operator Tg in denominators of equation (15). In

this case taking into account only two first terms in (15) we

obtain

2.
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Z. —-— 1

It follows from (17) that in ttie adiabatic approximation the po-

tential <OlUlO> is looal

In addition, the equation (17) determines the van der Waals poten-

tial at large distances, R>Q.e + U j , but V(i?) has a more comp-

lioated form at intermediate onea, <\ > R. > (X .,,

3. VAN DER WAALS FORCES

The van der Waala forces beoome apparent at the distances

ft. exceeding the sizes of interacting atoms. Indeed, taking in-

to aocount that the integration over X and u variables in the

matrix elements of the expression (17) is restricted by the atomic

aoales of the order of (x t and U u values, we present the poten-

tials (8) and (9) for the interactions of proton and electron

with {A -atomic partioles in the form of expansion in the sphe-

rical functions:

7
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,2. 14
L
'4*

L M
> V.

l B
»>\-*«^

where p.>x,u, ; ^ ц * R-/R- e t c . , 2. and L are the r e l a t i -
ve angular momenta of e-atomio part icles and two atoms, respecti-
vely. Using the explicit form of the funotiona I ot > and I ft >

and the expansions (19) and (20) it ia eaay to obtain the follo-

wing formulae for the region (ч > Ci^t-ft^

< \ \<Л \ iV *v )H>H>--0- < П < m i ^ * IT-ll S > M >*0 j

' (21)

< ^ K ' M ^ J H > I iX. > = 0 -, <.-(l<T\i^\u>M> = - <T I U" 1 is > •

and, henoe, the potential (17) haa the form

Therefore, we obtain the following expreaaion for the looai poten-

tial У1Й)

f
where the coeffiv'ienta Л take into account the oontributiona

of the discrete spectrum of separate atoms (BB), the e-atomio

discrete 3pectrum and the continuous spectrum of Й -atomio par-

ticles (ВС) and vice versa (CB), and the continuous apeоtrum con-

trioutiona (CC), reapeotively.

They are determined by the formulae



,IV ir:^ \ A i ^

\
u
 о

In the case of two identical atom interaction [n\ =p ) the poten-

tial (23) turna into the Kisenschitz-London potential [в], desc-

ribing the two hydrogen atom interaction at the distances

ft.>2Ue . So, the potential V(lvi has the email parameter (1)

in the system of e- and ĵ . -atoms). Under this circumstance we

decompose the equation (23) into tho series in powers of U^/Cl
fc
.

and keeping the main tern: only we find '

where a i ^ j U ^ is the >д -atomic polarizability, o<u =

=1.554«10 \/ , ./
 e
 ia the polarizability of hydrogen. The in

teraction potential in the form (25) for e- and u -atoms was

diacuaaed in ref.[9].

4. INTERMEDIATE REGION

The four Coulomb particle system under consideration has a

remarkable property: there is a state in configuration space

when "small"ato:n puts into tho "large" one and a study of inter-

atomic interaction here becomes feasible. This situation corres-

ponds to the cm. atom-atom distances <x
t
 > R > (X p .In this

intermediate range the axpansion of the potential (8) into the

series in the spherical function has a form (19) аз before, but

for ihe potential Ir, we obtain
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where x.>ft.s
 L
L. . 6 deaoribes the relative angular momentum of

JA -atomic particles.

We restrict ourselves to the; consideration of the more inte-

resting physical case when Cl ̂ > \ч >> (l̂ . It corresponds to a

movement of W -atom as an entire formation in the space occupied

by hydrogen. The proton Coulomb field, on the one hand, and the

electron one, on the other, caused the |Л -atom polarisation. It

leads to the summation on t in (26) starting» actually, from

ы •
Taking into account the expansion (26) and the explicit form

of atomic function we find

4 T "~ - (27)

and therefore at (1,>(ч>й>, the potentici. (17) takes the form

2L L
 1 <

"
m
^ ,

H trt^t-tj'
 ( 2 8 )

or approximately

<.OlUlO>« 21 tA— + <4l 2- —-1 Ю.

To got expression (29) we have expanded the denominator in (28)

into tho series in small parameter (1) and kept the main term on-

ly.

Note that the expressions (29) and (22) do not contain tha

oroaa term of the t^'i^o type. It is explained by the succes-

sful choice of the coordinates (3) as tho variables of ths prob-

lem under consideration. Tho potential representation for <O^So>

uaed in ref.|^9] hao tho mentioned abovo сгозэ terms.

Substituting tho expansions (19) and (26) into (?9) we obtain

for the potential V(ft.) the following formula:
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where

НЛ1'~ : --j— • - ' (3D

describes the u. -atomic discrete spectrum contribution, and

^ Tj^iijiLi^!iiii^ п [и ̂ нг) (32)

0

the contribution of its continuum spectrum. The funotions Ц, tR.)

and U, '(ft.} have the forma

(33)

. __:_-- . (34)

The coefficients C, and C..L are oqual

i

(35)

£ W ( M is the exponential integral function ['\0\.

Restricting ouraelvea to the dipole (л -atomic polarizability

we have from (30)

whore ..

V
S
cr

L^ 0
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The potential Vp
O
iUl^ describes the polarization part of the in-

teraction of м -atom with hydrogen proton at the distances

a
e
>tv>

I
>C^M , and the potential V

s t f
LlO is caused by the elect-

ron screening. The last one has the вате smallntss order (.<Аи/(Х$/)

aa the van der rfaala potential (25). The exponential integral

function E^tx
1
^ in OS) makes the B-dependence of the soree-

ning correction V'
itr
 (A) non-trivial. Since the condition

2_(ЫУ» \ ia realized v/ell at L > 4 , then, using the asymp-

totic representation of Ei
V
(x"i at n » 1 , we can carry out

the summation with, respect to L in (38) in the explicit form.

So, taking into account that (with, accuracy up to

F (2^Г^

we obtain the following expansion for

(40)

Thus, in dipole approximation the presence of electron cloud

leads to the distortion of the polarization interaction potential.

The main distortion correction has a smallnesa orderifuMc.) — 10

and contains the constant, repulsive increasing linear and attrao-

tive Coulomb terms. The value

ia the effective charge induced by the external electron in м. -

atom-proton aystem. The logarithmio oorreotion has the next or-

der in small parameter ( 1 ) , ~ 10 . The terms ~ R
l
 and ~ R have

the smallnass order С
а
н^<*-е)

Ь
 ~ Ю "

1 2
 and are not writtea iu for-

mula (40) explicitly.

At the distanoe (̂ = - Л
е
 the increasing linear term can-



oelea the oonatant at (j\ /<X } and we have

•
=
 2

l
4

This quantity shows ua that the screening correction can be per-

ceptable.

5. CONCLUSION

Our results represented here are based on the adiabatic ap-

proximation. To make a conclusion about the bound moleoular sta-

tes at the intermediate distances off the energy shell effects

have to be included into consideration, "hey will be studied in

our next paper.
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